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Lord Jesus Christ had entrusted to the church the mission of

disciples of all nations" (Matt. 28: 17). To realize this divine plan

sion, the church adopted adequate strategies, the foundation of which

in Scripture.

In these pages one will

strateJ(ies adopted in

of strategies

conclusion.

THE BIBLICAL FOUNDATION OF CHURCH GROWTH STRATEGIES

A. The foundation of church growth

Church growth finds its foundation in Holy Scriptures. The Lord had

view when He gave His disciples several parables relative to this

Let us cite three post resurrection texts which make mention of

growth. They are Matt. 28:17-20, John 20:21 and Acts 1:8. According

e texts the church should not be stagnant, but it is to conquer in all
•~rPft-"C;

The church is called to gather all the people of the world around

who has received all power in heaven and on earth, after His victory

death. To do this the church must adopt strategies favoring her growth.

The text of Acts 9:31 implies the internal progt'ess of the church

in the fear of the Lord. The word eplethuneto, at its core, signifies

number, increasing, growing. 1 It is in the sense of multiplication

disciples had understood the importance of strategies for church

great

the

h.
B. The strategies of the apostolic church

The growth of the church proceeds primarily from evangelistic work.

the early church, evangelization was a priority according to the.
rategies adopted. The disciples were conscious of the existence of the

stian community and its growth. To evangelize is to communicate the
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God as the power of salvation2 for all men. The community had to

spiritual force as the strategy of growth (Acts 2:41-47). Teaching

these fundamental truths of the Gospel and the manner of life is

ngs people to accept Christ.

teaching of the apostles, the koinonia, prayers, and the bre~{ing

constitute a strategy of the spiritual order. Each Christian was

for the word thanks to the engrossing overflow and the complimentary

of the Spirit. 3 The accent is put on repentance, bapt ism (Acts

individual and collective holiness. The following texts show numeric

Acts 1:15; 2:41; 4:4; 5:14; 6:1,7.

The apostle Paul will utilize a number of strategies in his mission to

tiles. He had in mind a double dimension of the church: the

c=iversalism of the Gospel and the numeric growth of the church. He explains

"r am debtor to the Greeks and the Barbadans, to the wise to the

• (Rom. 1:14). To attain all that, he had to adopt strategies guided

Spirit of God.

He adapted the geographic strategy. Travelling the vast Roman Empire

laimed the Gospel in strategic administrative, commercial, political

ceo~rs,4 such as Antioch, Corinth, Ephesus, Rome, Philippi, Cyprus and

The apostle did not limit himself to urban centers only, but his

st.rntegies also involved access to individuals' homes (Acts 20:7-8), jails

21:30-40; 24; 28:30), synagogues i (Acts 14 to 21) and public places

17:22 ff; 19:9-12). In fact, the choice of all these centers and

was a result of a judicious plan with a view to establishing the

GOspel-in key positions across the expanse of the Roman Empire.

Other strategies followed political, socio-cultural and human

ions. All the civilized world of the Mediteranean basin was under the

~~~rnl of a single power: Rome. This brought and developed the network of

~cation by land, sea and river. The central power tolerated all

..~.u.~ous beliefs not hindering security and public order. And at that time,

"'pax romana" reigned over the vast territory blended of culturally

verse peoples.

The text of Acts 9:19-23 shows us the identification and adaptation of

Paul to the cultures and to the conditions of life of the peoples to be won

..
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For him, obligation to all involved a strategy of social and

adaptation (Gal. 3:27; Rom. 1:14). Across the Homan Empire, the

of civilization and Greek cultut'e caused the adoption of a

1,-" .~........ca. The apostle used it for the growth of the apostolic church.

to the churches and the leaders constituted also a strategy of

h.
to the human element, he associated with a group of collaborators

certain ones became the heads of the Christian communities, for

o othy and Titus.

ing the centuries which followed, almost the same strategies were

but sometimes with confused motives. Let us now look at the case of

TEGIES FOR clruncH GROWTH IN ZAIRE (with reference to Mennonite

thren)

A. The period of the Mennonite Brethren Mission in Zaire

pioneer and founder of the Mennonite Brethren work in Zaire, Aaron

adopted at his arrival at Kikandji in 1920, then at Kafumba, in 1921,

strategy, namely social life and commerce. He healed the sick

-before announcing the Word of God. He sold fabrics at low prices.

the population to him. Like Robert Moffat in South Africa, Jmlzen

the Bible and _the plow. Two large coffee and palm oil plantations

cccsU~uted self-financing and self-subsistance. Then, a primary school of

nts opened its doors to allow its students to read the Word of God

be employed as agents of the propagation of the Gospel.

The great strategy in evangelism was the conversion of village chiefs

r to easily reach their subjects. s As a result the chief of the

~vil1agewas baptized and named Thomas. 9

Later, the commercial strategy was suppressed, whereas that of the

order took another direction losing thus the self-financing aspect.

schools multiplied, a Bible Institute was created for the training

~rrow's staff and a printing press was ins~alled for the production of

ian literature. The medical work began also. Mission stations became

churches. Seminaries were organized for teachers and catechists. 10

3



nt was put on the pure, regenerated Christian life, ~egcnerated in a

of "a code of rigid prohibitions."

Major difficulties slowed meanwhile the numeric and geographic growth

church. One can cite the lack of adaptation, tropical illnesses,

of dialogue, a little developed road infrastructure, the lack of

vehicles, excessive colonialistic spirit, etc.

B. The strategy of the Menno!l5.!.e_BretJu·en Church of Zaire

At the time of the fusion of the mission with the church, the number

ers was 9,000. The denomination, with the help of MBM/S in personnel

ces, tried to modify the strategies with the vie\oJ of church growth

areas. A program of e~angelism was judicially worked out where the

was placed on seminars for the church leadership at all levels.

From the spiritual standpoint, the strategies are the diffusion of

an literature, above all the Theological Education by Extension

(TEE), Bible correspondence courses, open air evangelistic campaig~s,

visits, prayer groups and Bible studiesll • In Kinshasa, a team of two

,~~~;list church planters begin to visit and make contact with the people of

trict. At the beginning of this visit, an area is designated for a

gathering. At the end of 30 days the regional leadership go there

a final evaluation resulting in the recognition of the group as a new

of an interested community (denomination). The church planters

to go to another corner of the city. Our church is a beneficiary of

Another strategy adopted by the Mennonite Brethren is the division of

churches and districts. The mother church in Kikwit has already given

to three local churches of which the first two have doubled

~elves. And the third has existed more than two years.

The traditional type of training continues in Bible schools at all

~~.-

Evangelism is intensified in the urban centers. Actually, there are

oea! churches in Kikwit, 3 just opening in Bandundu, Kenge and Masi

In Kinshasa the number is increasing considerably.
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CE.fl.tz (the f\1ennonite Brethren Conference in Zaire) now counts 35,000

t distributed among mot'e than 150 churches. This result justifies the

~iveness of the strategies adopted jointly by CEFNZ and HBM/S to this

In the domain of economic-financial strategies, one struggles with

difficulties. For most of the Christians are poor. A lack of money

retard the growth of the church and could involve the downfall of the

ready established.

In fact, for an effective church growth, it is necessary that a series

trategies be directed into channels. Let's look now at the

ication of strategies favoring the growth of a church or churches from

try to another.

A SERIES OF STRATEGIES TO BE ADOPTED TODAY

It is proper to consider all the strategies as links of a chain for

tribute to effective church growth.

A. Spiritual strategies: evangelism

There is no church without evangelism, or Christians who testify by

ing the Gospel. Gabriel Philippe W said: "It is first of all the

ial and necessary task of the \"hole community, of all believers."12

souls to Christ Jesus is the primary objective. For this, the

ies will be open air evangelism (campai~ls), home visits, prayer

and Bible studies, seminal'S and spiritual retreats. conversions of

, chiefs and authorities. Biological growth13 is a factor of

It concerns the baptism of children of Christians (cf Deut. 6:4-7).

A church having a solid faith, insisting on Biblical truth,

ting personal holiness by edification believes and grows. The

sion of guilty members will appear necessary.14

B. Geographical strategies

To retire within oneself is to disobey the command of the Savior "to

e disciples of all nations". A church is called to grow from

...er..:..::2alem" to the ends of the earth" (Acts I: 8) . The realization of this

ious and gigantic program depends on adequate strategies: to plant

among unreached peoples. establish new ones where there is a felt

Evangelization must be carried out everY\'i'here; in public places and

o:r_ces, schools, prisons, hospitals, and the large urban centers where are

together cosmopolitan populations.

5
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c. Human and te~hnical strategies

The church can have growth when the human elements are at work and

the techniques are used rat ionally. Train those that can help othel'S

Ttll. 2:2; John 20:21).

If a church has 10 members each one of ~vhich brings one person to

t per week, at the end of a month that chUl'ch loJould count 160 bapt ized

The strategy of transfel" of church members favors church grmvth.

ing of human elements, it is necessary to listen to the laymen, the

people, the women and the children who constitute the church of

Their participation cannot take place but with freedom of action,

in a definite framework, ·controlled and coordinated Hith a spirit of

All rigid structure handicaps growth and progl'ess.

A well-elaborated work plan must exist taking account of appropriate

and local factors. Members must be utilized according to their

tive gifts - the right man in the right place.

D. Cultural strategies

Certain cultural traits favor growth, especially for the planting of a

church among a people by a cross-cultural missionary. This latter will make

aD effort of adaptation (I Cor. 9:22 ff).

A catholic missionary, Robert Nobili of the 16th century, recorded

't his success in his ministry to the Indians was due to the fact that in

--.king himself an Indian·," he did not abolish su~denly the caste system. 1S

To clear the table of the cultural traits of a people would be

therefore the derooting of the people. And the Gospel would be like a

pbenoaena purely and simply imported. Someone has said: "If the African

church must expand, the .leaders must. .. give to their pastors dieectives to

Africanize the cultural wrappings of the Gospel.1 6 " The Gospel must

.peoet·rate the cultures and take root there, without however destroying the

identity of a people. Approaching--rn this sense, Isaac Zokoue says:

-Africans rediscover their cultural values, affirm more and more their

identity and their personality. "17

E. Socio-economic and political strategies.

The Gospel concerns the human SOUl,lB that is to say the entire

aaD. The church cannot disrobe itself of the socia-economic responsibility.

Man needs food, health, transport, education.

.' 6



The evaluation is brought about by two systems, to know the statistil

reports in the archives and information from church elders. One c:

take into account growth or decline.

7

The attitude of indifference to economic and financial questions under

text that the Gospel is an exclusi.vely spiritual ruessa~~e would be at

ion.

In Zaire our Catholic brothel's have in their churches "economic ane

~l'-~~nt pools." Thet'e are hundt'eds of heads of large cattle. 19

Indeed, one must guard against makii1g social activism a substitute fOI

Gospel. If not, the church would have "rice Christians" broughtb

by "rice evangelists. "20

To create new churches, to send evangelists, to build churc:

figS) to aspire to security and peace, enormous sums of money Ill'

red, as are ~olitical stability and a sane and solid economy.

The adoption of strategies described above constitute the base of th

dimensional growth of the church: numeric and qualitative growth

feration and material growth.

EVALUATION - DIAGNOSIS

When one travels a distance, one stops a moment to glance behind. Tt

5~~1i.~gies adopted here and there have as an objective the grmvth of tl

In that manner retrospection is' necessary to measure tl

iveness and to think about the consequence. This will aIle

fication, radical change of strategies, to conduct a minute study on tl
i
i

~~U$ion

All the strategies seen are necessary for church growth. They fi

r foundation in the Bible. However each region, country and contine

them according to local conditions with effectiveness in mind. 1

can then grow, increase and expand according to the divine designs.

~
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ANNEX : CHURCH GROWTH
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